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Introduction
 I conducted a field survey with my language consultant Mme Ramaroarisoa ép. Toyoda 
Raivo in April 2013 in Tokyo and made further interrogations to her following the first meeting 
using electronic channels so as to get data on event integration patterns in Malagasy1).  This 
was done for the preparation of my planned field survey in August 2013 on the same topic on 
Malagasy Sign Language (Tenin＇ny Tanana Malagasy, TTM), in which I cannot make inquiries to 
my deaf language consultant using English or French but I need to do it using written Malagasy. 
This paper is a by-product of the above-mentioned processes.
1. Typology on event integration patterns
 The typology on event integration patterns has been advocated by Leonard Talmy 
(1985, 2000)2).  I would like to make use of Kawachi＇s (2012) summary and explanation of Talmy＇s 
typology before examining the Malagasy data.  “Event integration is ‘the conceptual integration or 
conflation of an event as unitary that, more analytically, would be conceptualized as complex’” 
(Kawachi 2012: 3).  “Process of event integration in language is ‘the expression of an event (= 
macro-event) in a single clause that, more analytically, would be expressed by means of a more 
complex syntactic structure’” (Kawachi 2012: 3). “Macro-event is ‘systematically conceptualized 
at two levels of granularity across languages: (i) as a unitary event that could be represented by 
a single clause, (ii) as a complex situation that consists of a main event, a subordinate event, and 
the relation of the subordinate event to the main event that could be represented by a complex 
sentence with main and subordinate (non-main) clauses’” (Kawachi 2012: 4).  “Main event is 
framing event; subordinate event is co-event; relation is support relation” (Kawachi 2012: 4).  
 “A macro-event can be represented in different ways” (Kawachi 2012: 5).  “It can be 
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represented as a single clause” (Kawachi ibid.):
(1) the rock bounced down the hill
“It can be represented as a complex sentence consisting of two clauses (a main clause and a 
subordinate clause” (Kawachi ibid.):
(2) a. the rock moved down the hill, bouncing in the process
 b. the rock moved down the hill as it bounced
In the above examples (1, 2), the framing event is “the rock moved down the hill” and the co-
event is “the rock was bouncing in the process” (Kawachi 2012: 5).
 The five semantic domains, i.e. five types of framing events are: (i) motion (translational 
motion), (ii) temporal contouring (aspect), (iii) change of state, (iv) action correlating, (v) 
realization (Kawachi 2012: 7).
 The components of different types of events are:
<Table 1> Components of different types of events (Kawachi 2012: 9) (adapted)
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 “Talmy＇s two-way typology is related to where the core schema shows up in a language 
characteristically, i.e. in a satellite or in the verb” (Kawachi 2012: 11).  “In satellite-framed 
languages (S-languages), i.e. most Indo-European languages except Romance, Finno-Ugric, 
Ojibwa, Warlpiri etc., core schema shows up in a satellite (and/or an adposition)” (Kawachi 
ibid.).  “In verb-framed languages (V-languages), i.e. Japanese, Korean, Romance, Polynesian, 
Semitic, Bantu, Tamil, Nez Perce, and Caddo etc., core schema shows up in the main verb” 
(Kawachi ibid.).  “Satellite (to the verb) is: ‘the grammatical category of any constituent other 
than a noun-phrase or prepositional-phrase complement that is in a sister relation to the verb 
root＇＂3) and it ‘relates to the verb root as a dependent to a head’” (Kawachi 2012: 12).  “Satellites 
are English verb particles (in phrasal verbs), German/Latin/Russian verb prefixes, Chinese verb 
complements, etc.” (Kawachi ibid.).
 Below are some examples from English (S-language) and Spanish (V-language):
(3) the man ran down to the cellar (Kawachi 2012: 13)
 In the English example (3), the core schema of the motion event, i.e. path shows up in 
the satellite “down,” whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the verb “ran”.
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(4) el hombre bajó a-l sótaro corriendo (Kawachi ibid.)
 the man descended to-the cellar running
 In the Spanish example (4), the core schema of the motion event, i.e. path shows up in 
the verb “bajó,” whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the participle “corriendo＂.
2. Examination of the data
 I would like to examine my Malagasy data in this section.
2.1. Motion
 I start with motion first.
(5) n-i-tsingevaheva t-anaty lakavy ilay tavoahangy
 AV.PST-VM-float4) PST-inside cave the bottle
 ‘the bottle floated into the cave’
 In the example (5) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the areal word5) tanaty 
(inside(PST)), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the verb nitsingevaheva (floated). 
This is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
(6) n-an-dady n-ank-any amin＇ny varavarana izy
 AV.PST-VM-crawl AV.PST-go.toward-there OBL-the door (s)he
 ‘(s)he crawled to the door’
 In the example (6) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the (goal) directional verb 
nankany (go.there), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the main verb nandady 
(crawled).  The (goal) directional verbs are made by prefixing an actor voice prefix (n- past, 
m- present, h- future) and the prefix ank- (go toward) to one of the fourteen directionals6) in 
Malagasy.  The directional verbs have defective paradigms lacking the circumstantial voice 
forms, which most other verbs have.  The directional verbs can be a main verb, but in the 
example (6), it is a non-main verb subordinated to the main verb nandady (crawled).  Although 
the directional verb is not a particle or a prefix, probably the example (6) is an example of a 
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satellite-framed sentence.
(7) n-an-araka an＇ilay pôlisy n-i-voaka ny trano izy.ireo
 AV.PST-VM-follow ACC-the police AV.PST-VM-go.out the house they
 ‘they followed the policeman out of the house’
 In the example (7) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the non-main verb nivoaka 
(went out), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the main verb nanaraka (followed). 
The subordinate verb nivoaka (went out) is a regular and full verb.  The verb is not in a participle 
form or a nominalized form but is in the form which can be otherwise used as a predicate. 
Having said that, this example seems to be an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
(8) a. n-i-kodiadia t-anaty lavaka ilay baolina
   AV.PST-VM-roll PST-inside hole the ball
   ‘the ball rolled in’
 b. n-i-kodiadia n-ank-any anaty lavaka ilay baolina
   AV.PST-VM-roll AV.PST-go.toward-there inside hole the ball
   ‘the ball rolled in’
 In the examples (8) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the areal word tanaty 
(inside(PST)) in (8a) and in the goal directional verb and the areal word nankany anaty (go.
toward.there(PST) inside) in (8b).  On the other hand, the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in 
the main verb nikodiadia (rolled).  These examples are clearly examples of satellite-framed 
sentences.
(9) n-i-hazakazaka n-i-voaka ny trano izy
 AV.PST-VM-run AV.PST-VM-go.out the house (s)he
 ‘(s)he ran out of the house’
 In the example (9) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the non-main verb nivoaka 
(went out), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the main verb nihazakazaka (ran). 
Just like the example (7) with the subordinate verb indicating the path, this is an example of a 
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satellite-framed sentence.
(10) n-i-hazakazaka n-iditra ny trano izy
 AV.PST-VM-run AV.PST-enter the house (s)he
 ‘(s)he ran into the house’
 In the example (10) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the non-main verb niditra 
(entered), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the main verb nihazakazaka (ran).  Just 
like the examples (7, 9) with a non-main verb indicating the path, this is an example of a satellite-
framed sentence.
(11) n-i-hazakazaka n-iamp-ita ny arabe izy
 AV.PST-VM-run AV.PST-VM-cross the street (s)he
 ‘(s)he ran across the street’
(12) n-an-dihy n-iamp-ita ny arabe izy
 AV.PST-VM-dance AV.PST-VM-cross the street (s)he
 ‘(s)he danced across the street’
 In the examples (11, 12) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the non-main verb 
niampita (crossed), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the main verb nihazakazaka 
(ran) and nandihy (danced).  These again with a non-main verb indicating the path, the examples 
are those of satellite-framed sentences.
(13) a. n-an-daka ilay baolina t-anaty boaty aho
   AV.PST-VM-kick the ball PST-inside box I
   ‘I kicked the ball into a box’
 b. n-an-daka ilay baolina n-ank-any anaty boaty aho
   AV.PST-VM-kick the ball AV.PST-go.toward-there inside box I
   ‘I kicked the ball into a box’
 In the examples (13) of an agentive motion, the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in 
the areal word tanaty (inside(PST)) in (13a) and in the goal directional verb and the areal word 
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nankany anaty (go.toward.there(PST) inside) in (13b).  On the other hand, the co-event, i.e. 
cause, shows up in the main verb nandaka (kicked).  These examples are clearly examples of 
satellite-framed sentences.
(14) n-i-kodiadia n-idina ny havoana/tanety ilay vato
 AV.PST-VM-bounce AV.PST-descend the high.ground/high.groud the rock
 ‘the rock bounced down the hill’
 In the example (14), the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the subordinate verb nidina 
(descended), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the main verb nikodiadia (bounced) 
which happens to be the same verb as that in the examples (8).  Although the seeming satellite is 
a full verb, it is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
(15) a. n-i-ala/no-tsoah-ana t-amin＇ny tanana ilay tsilo
   AV.PST-VM-leave/PST-pull.out-UV PST-OBL-the hand the thorn
   ‘the thorn pulled out/pulled out of the hand’
 b. n-an-ala/n-ana-tsoaka tsilo t-amin＇ny tana-ko aho
   AV.PST-VM-remove/AV.PST-VM-pull.out thorn PST-OBL-the hand-my I
   ‘I removed/pulled out a thorn from my hand’
 In the example (15a) of a non-agentive motion, the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in 
the verb niala (left) or notsoahana (pulled out).  The intended co-event, i.e. manner (by pulling) is 
not coded in a satellite, but is implied in the verb.  If the cause was coded by an oblique phrase, it 
could have been an example of a verb-framed sentence, but I am not sure if it would be a natural 
sentence in Malagasy.  The example (15b) is a transitivized version of monovalent (15a) with an 
added agent aho (I).  Also in (15b), the path and the manner are both included in the verb7).
(16) n-ana-kodiadia ilay damizana n-i-voaka ny lakavy aho
 AV.PST-VM-roll the keg AV.PST-VM-go.out the storeroom I
 ‘I rolled the keg out of the storeroom’
 In the example (16) the core schema, i.e. path, shows up in the non-main verb nivoaka 
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(went out), whereas the co-event, i.e. manner, shows up in the main verb nanakodiadia (rolled). 
This again is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
 With the motion examples, Malagasy shows consistently the satellite-framed pattern. 
But the satellites in Malagasy are not only non-verbs like areal words (5, 8a, 13a) and directionals 
(6, 8b, 13b), but also full verbs used subordinately (7, 9-12, 14, 16).
 I will show some more related examples below.
(17) a. n-i-jery/n-i-tsikilo t-ao anaty lavaka izy
   AV.PST-VM-look/AV.PST-VM-spy.on PST-there inside hole (s)he
   ‘(s)he looked into the hole’
 b. n-i-jery/n-i-tsikilo t-anaty lavaka izy
   AV.PST-VM-look/AV.PST-VM-spy.on PST-inside hole (s)he
   ‘(s)he looked into the hole’
 In the example (17) with visual emanation, the core schema, i.e. path, shows up as the 
directional plus the areal word tao anaty (there(PST) inside, 17a) or as the areal word tanaty 
(inside(PST), 17b).  In Malagasy, visual emanation patterns along with other motion event unlike 
in Sidaama (Kawachi 2012: 70).
(18) n-an-deha tongotra avy eo amin＇ny gara aho
 AV.PST-VM-go foot from there OBL-the station I
 ‘I walked from the station’
 In the example (18), source is coded in the source directional phrase, avy eo amin’ny 
gara (from there OBL-the station), whereby the core schema, i.e. path, is expressed.  The co-
event, i.e. manner, on the other hand, shows up as a zero-case adjunct tongotra (foot) to the 
verb nandeha (went).  It seems like both the path and the manner show up as satellites in this 
sentence.
(19) n-i-hazakazaka n-i-zotra n-ank-any am-bodi-n＇ilay tendrombohitra izy
 AV.PST-VM-run AV.PST-VM-go.straight AV.PST-VM-go.toward-there
 ACC-bottom-LNK-the mountain (s)he
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 ‘(s)he ran in the direction of the bottom of the mountain’
 In the example (19), arrival of the agent at the goal is not implied.  The core schema, i.e. 
path, shows up in the verb nizotra (went straignt) and the goal directional verb phrase nankany 
ambodin’ilay tendrombohitra (went.there ACC-bottom-of-the mountain) while the co-event, i.e. 
manner, shows up in the main verb nihazakazaka (ran).
2.2. Temporal contouring
 I will examine temporal contouring, i.e. aspectual expression, in this subsection.
(20) n-an-omboka n-i-anatra teny malagasy aho
 AV.PST-VM-begin AV.PST-VM-study language Malagasy I
 ‘I began to study Malagasy language’
 In the example (20), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up in the main verb nanomboka 
(began), whereas the co-event, i.e. action, shows up in the non-main verb nianatra (studied). 
This is an example of a verb-framed sentence.
(21) a. n-aha-vita n-an-oratra taratasy aho
   AV.PST-VM-finish AV.PST-VM-write letter I
   ‘I finished writing a letter’
 b. vita ny f-an-orat-a-ko taratasy
   finish(UV) the NOM-VM-write-CV-my letter
   ‘my writing letter has been finished’
 c. vita-ko ny f-an-orat-ana taratasy
   finish(UV)-I(GEN) the NOM-VM-write-CV letter
   ‘I finished writing a letter’
 In the example (21a), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up in the main verb nahavita 
(finished), whereas the co-event, i.e. action, shows up in the non-main verb nanoratra (wrote). 
This is an example of a verb-framed sentence.  In the examples (21b, c), the core schema, 
i.e. aspect, shows up in the main verb in the undergoer voice and the co-event, i.e. action, is 
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expressed by a verbal noun fanoratako (my writing) and fanoratana (writing).  The agent of 
‘writing’ is expressed on the verbal noun fanoratako (my writing) in (21b) and on the main verb 
vitako (I finished) in (21c).  Although there is a fluctuation as to how the action is codified, i.e. in 
subordinative verb (21a) or in verbal noun (21b, c), the aspect is expressed by the (main) verb in 
all the three examples (21).  These are examples of a verb-framed sentences.
(22) n-i-resaka tsy.an-kijanona/tsy.an-kiato/foana izy.ireo
 AV.PST-VM-talk continually/continually/continually they
 ‘they talked on and on’
 In the example (22), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up as various adverbials tsy an-
kijanona (continually), tsy an-kiato (continually), and foana (continually).  They can be considered 
satellites.  On the other hand, the co-event, i.e. action, shows up in the verb niresaka (talked). 
This is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
(23) n-i-resaka indray izy.ireo
 AV.PST-VM-talk again they
 ‘they talked again’
(24) n-i-hinana indray aho
 AV.PST-VM-eat again I
 ‘I ate again’
(25) n-a-hita azy indray aho
 AV.PST-VM-see again I
 ‘I saw him again’
 In the examples (23, 24, 25), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up as the adverbial 
indray (again), whereas the co-event, i.e. action, shows up in the verbs niresaka (talked), nihinana 
(ate), and nahita (saw).  These are examples of satellite-framed sentences.
(26) m-i-sotro ronono isan’ andro aho
 AV.PRS-VM-drink milk every day I
 ‘I drink milk every day’
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 In the example (26), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up as the adverbial phrase isan’ 
andro (every day), whereas the co-event, i.e. action, shows up in the verb misotro (drink).  This is 
an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
(27) tonga/n-i-verina foana izy
 come(UV)/AV.PST-VM-return again.and.again (s)he
 ‘(s)he came again and again’
 In the example (27), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up as the adverb foana (again 
and again).  Note that this is the same adverb appearing in the example (22) with the meaning 
‘continually.’  Probably because of the differences in the basic aspectuality of the verbs in (22) 
and (27), the aspectual meanings expressed in (22) and (27) are different as ‘continually’ and as 
‘again and again’ respectively.  The co-event, i.e. action, shows up in the verbs tonga (came) or 
niverina (returned).  This is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
(28) n-iha-m-aizina ny andro
 AV.PST-TRNS-AV.PRS-be.dark the day
 ‘it became dark gradually’
(29) n-iha-m-an-gatsiaka ny andro
 AV.PST-TRNS-AV.PRS-VM-be.cold the day
 ‘it became cold gradually’
(30) n-iha-m-a-tsiro ny laoka n-a-tao-nao
 AV.PST-TRNS-AV.PRS-VM-be.tasty the food PST-UV-make-you(GEN)
 ‘the food you made turned delicious gradually’
 In the examples (28-30), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up in the prefix iha- 
(gradually become/turn) to the adjectives.  The co-event, quality (rather than action), is 
expressed by the adjectives: maizina (be dark), mangatsiaka (be cold), matsiro (be tasty).  The 
‘transitional’ prefix iha- can be considered satellite and the sentences (28-30) are the examples 
of satellite-framed sentences.
(31) tonga m-if-an-arak-araka ny lamasinina
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 come AV.PRS-RECP-VM-follow-follow the train
 ‘the trains come one after another’
(32) m-i-verina ombieny ombieny ao an-tsaina ny f-aha-tsiarov-ana
 AV.PRS-VM-return often often there ACC-mind the NOM-VM-remember-CV
 ‘the memory comes back to (my) mind very frequently.
(33) m-an-deha any an-tsena indraindray izahay
 AV.PRS-VM-go there ACC-market sometimes we(EXCL)
 ‘we sometimes go to the market’
(34) m-an-oratra matetika any an-dafy izy
 AV.PRS-VM-write often there ACC-abroad (s)he
 ‘(s)he writes abroad often’
(35) m-i-hinana trondro manta matetika aho
 AV.PRS-VM-eat fish raw often I
 ‘I often eat raw fish’
 In the examples (31-35), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up as satellites: 
mifanarakaraka (one after another, 31), ombieny ombieny (frequently, 32), indraindray (sometimes, 
33), matetika (often, 34, 35).  The co-events show up as the predicate verbs: tonga (come, 31), 
miverina (return, 32), mandeha (go, 33), manoratra (write, 34), mihinana (eat, 35).  They are 
examples of satellite-framed sentences.
(36) mazana no am-angi-a-ny hava-ny
 frequently COMP VM-visit-CV-(s)he(GEN) relative-his/her
 ‘it is frequently that (s)he visits his/her relatives’
 In the example (36), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up as the focused (adjunct) 
subject in the cleft-like sentence: mazana (frequently).  It is still NOT the predicate, therefore it 
can be treated as satellite.  Because when what is adjunct in meaning behaves as the grammatical 
subject, the verb is put in the circumstantial voice.  The co-event, i.e. action, is codified by the 
verb in the circumstantial voice amangiany ((s)he visits).  This is an example of a satellite-framed 
sentence.
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(37) tsy m-am-angy ny hava-ny mihitsy izy
 not AV.PRS-VM-visit the relative-his/her ever (s)he
 ‘(s)he never visits his/her relatives’
 In the example (37), the core schema, i.e. aspect, shows up as a satellite mihitsy ((n)
ever).  The co-event, i.e. action, is codified by the verb mamangy (visit).  This is an example of a 
satellite-framed sentence.
 As for temporal contouring, Malagasy shows both verb-framed pattern (20, 21) and 
satellite-framed pattern (22-37).  Among the satellite-framed patterns, the examples (28-30) have 
prefixal satellites rather than adverbials unlike in other examples.
2.3. Change of state
 I will examine change of state in this section.
(38) n-ana-tsoka ilay labozia ho faty aho
 AV.PST-VM-blow the candle FUT die I
 ‘I blew the candle out’
 In the example (38), the core schema, i.e. entry into a state, is expressed by a satellite ho 
faty (so as to die), whereas the co-event, i.e cause, is expressed by the main verb nanatsoka (blew). 
It is an example of satellite-framed sentence.
 The following two examples (39, 40) have been taken from Komori (2012) for Hausa.
(39) n-ana-tono ilay trondro ho maina i Mama
 AV.PST-VM-broil the fish FUT be.dry the mom
 ‘mom broiled the fish so that it gets dry’
 In the example (39), the core schema, i.e. entry into a state, is expressed by a satellite 
ho maina (so as to dry), whereas the co-event, i.e. cause, is expressed by the main verb nanatono 
(broiled).  It is an example of satellite-framed sentence.
(40) n-an-ao an＇ity akanjo ity mandra-p-aha-rovitra aho
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 AV.PST-VM-don ACC-this clothes this until-NOM-VM-tear I
 ‘I had worn this clothes until it tore’
 In the example (40), the core schema, i.e. entry into a state, is expressed by a satellite 
mandra-paharovitra (until it tore), whereas the co-event, i.e. cause, is expressed by the main verb 
nanao (wore/donned).  This is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
(41) m-aty kenda-n＇ny taolana izy
 AV-die choke(UV)-LNK-the bone (s)he
 ‘(s)he choked to death on a bone.
 In the example (41), the core schema, i.e. entry into a state, is expressed by the main 
verb maty (died), whereas the co-event, i.e. cause, is expressed by the non-main verb kenda 
(choked).  This is an example of a verb-framed sentence.
(42) a. lany m-aty ilay labozia
   spent AV.PRS-die the candle
   ‘the candle burned out’
 b. m-aty lany n-i-rehitra ilay labozia
   AV.PRS-die spent(UV) AV.PST-VM-burn the candle
   ‘the candle burned out’
 In the examples (42a, b), the same event is codified in the opposite way.  In (42a), the 
core schema, i.e. entry into a state, is expressed by the non-main verb maty (died), whereas the 
co-event, i.e. cause, is expressed by the main verb lany (spent).  In (42b), the core schema, i.e. 
entry into a state, is expressed by the main verb maty (died), whereas the co-event, i.e. cause, 
is expressed by serial non-main verbs lany nirehitra (spent burned).  (42a) is an example of a 
satellite-framed sentence while (42b) is an example of a verb-framed sentence.
(43) voa-tsoka ho faty ilay labozia
 UV-blow FUT die the candle
 ‘the candle blew out’
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 In the example (43), the core schema, i.e. entry into a state is expressed by the 
purposive phrase ho faty (so as to die), whereas the co-event, i.e. cause, is expressed by the main 
verb voatsoka (was blown).  This is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
 As for change of state, most of the examples are satellite-framed sentences (38-40, 42a, 
43), but there are verb-framed sentences (41, 42b) too.
2.4. Action correlating
 In this subsection, I will examine action correlating.
(44) n-aha-resy azy t-amin＇ny n-i-lalao mozika aho
 AV.PST-VM-defeat him/her PST-OBL-the AV.PST-VM-play music I
 ‘I surpassed him/her playing the music’
 In the example (44), the core schema, i.e. correlation ‘surpassment＇, is realized in the 
main verb naharesy (surpassed), whereas the co-event is expressed by nilalao (played) in the 
prepositional phrase tamin’ny nilalao mozika (in(PST) play(ing) music).  This is an example of a 
verb-framed sentence.
(45) m-i-hazakazaka/m-i-lomano haingana kokoa noho Rasoa Rakoto
 AV.PRS-VM-run/AV.PRS-VM-swim fast more than Rasoa Rakoto
 ‘Rakoto runs/swims faster than Rasoa’
(46) m-a-hay m-a-handro kokoa noho izaho ianao
 AV.PRS-VM-can AV.PRS-VM-cook more than I you
 ‘you cook better than I’
 In the examples (45, 46), the core schema, i.e. correlation ‘surpassment＇, is realized in 
the sequence (haingana) kokoa noho ((fast) more than), whereas the co-event is expressed by the 
main verbs mihazakazaka/milomano (run/swim, 45) and mahay mahandro (can cook, 46).  This 
is the same surpassment as in (44), but in (45, 46) we see an example of satellite-framed sentence.
(47) n-i-araka n-i-lalao mozika t-ami-ny aho
 AV.PST-VM-accompany AV.PST-VM-play music PST-OBL-him/her I
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 ‘I played music along with him/her’
(48) n-i-araka n-an-dihy t-amin＇i Aina izy
 AV.PST-VM-accompany AV.PST-VM-dance PST-OBL-the Aina (s)he
 ‘(s)he danced with Aina’
(49) n-i-araka n-i-asa izy.ireo
 AV.PST-VM-accompany AV.PST-VM-work they
 ‘they worked together’
(50) a. n-i-araka n-i-hira t-ami-ny izy
   AV.PST-VM-accompany AV.PST-VM-sing PST-OBL-him/her (s)he
   ‘(s)he sang with him/her’
 b. n-i-ara+n-i-hira t-ami-ny izy
   AV.PST-VM-accompany+AV.PST-VM-sing PST-OBL-him/her (s)he
   ‘(s)he sang with him/her’
(51) a. n-i-araka n-an-deha t-any an-tsena Rasoa sy Rakoto
   AV.PST-VM-accompany AV.PST-VM-go PST-there ACC-market
   Rasoa and Rakoto
   ‘Rasoa and Rakoto went to the market together’
 b. n-i-ara+n-an-deha t-any an-tsena Rasoa sy Rakoto
   AV.PST-VM-accompany+AV.PST-VM-go PST-there ACC-market
   Rasoa and Rakoto
   ‘Rasoa and Rakoto went to the market together’
 In the examples (47-50a, 51a), the core schema, i.e. correlations ‘accompaniment’ 
(47, 48, 50) and ‘concert’ (49, 51), is realized in the main verb niaraka (accompanied), whereas 
the co-event is expressed by the non-main verbs:  nilalao (played, 47), nandihy (danced, 48), 
niasa (worked, 49), nihira (sang, 50a), nandeha (went, 51a).  These are examples of verb-framed 
sentences.  By the way, (50a) and (51a) can be transformed into (50b) and (51b) respectively by 
changing niaraka (accompanied) into the sandhied form niara+ to form a compound verb with 
the following verb.  This process is by no means limited to examples like (50b) and (51b) but it is 
a farely productive process.
(52) a. n-an-araka n-an-ao ny mozika n-a-tao-ny aho
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   AV.PST-VM-follow AV.PST-VM-do the music PST-UV-do-(s)he(GEN) I
   ‘I played the melody in imitation of him’
 b. n-aka tahaka n-an-ao ny mozika n-a-tao-ny aho
   AV.PST-take like AV.PST-VM-do the music PST-UV-do-(s)he(GEN) I
   ‘I played the melody in imitation of him’
(53) n-aka tahaka ny f-i-hira-n-dRasoa ilay ankizy lahy
 AV.PST-take like the NOM-VM-sing-LNK-Rasoa the child male
 ‘the boy sang in imitation of Rasoa’
 In the examples (52a, b, 53), the core schema, i.e. correlation ‘imitation＇, is realized in 
the main verb nanaraka (followed, 52a) and naka takaha (took like = imitated, 52b, 53), whereas 
the co-event is expressed by the non-main verb phrase nanao ny mozika (do the music, 52a, 
b) and by the nominalized form fihiran(a) (singing, 53) of the verb mihira (sing).  These are 
examples of verb-framed sentences.
(54) n-amp-i-seho ny fomba f-i-hira t-amin-dRasoa Rakoto
 AV.PST-CAUS-VM-appear the manner NOM-VM-sing PST-OBL-Rasoa Rakoto
 ‘Rakoto demonstrated Rasoa how to sing’
 In the example (54), the core schema, i.e. correlation ‘demonstration＇, is realized in the 
main verb nampiseho (showed), whereas the co-event is realized in the nominalized form fihira 
(singing) of the verb mihira (sing).  This is an example of a verb-framed sentence.
(55) m-a-hay m-i-hira indrindra Rasoa
 AV.PRS-VM-can AV.PRS-VM-sing best Rasoa
 ‘Rasoa sings the best’
 In the example (55), the core schema, i.e. correlation ‘superlativity＇, is realized in the 
adverbial indrindra (best/most), whereas the co-event is realized in the serialized verbs mahay 
mihira (can sing).  This is an example of a satellite-framed sentence.
 As for action correlating, the choice between verb-framed sentences and satellite-framed 
sentences are as follows:  Surpassment is realized as a verb-framed sentence (44) and satellite-
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framed sentences (45, 46).  Accompaniment (47, 48, 50) and concert (49, 51) are realized as verb-
framed sentences.  Imitation is realized as verb-framed sentences (52, 53).  Demonstration is 
realized as a verb-framed sentence (54).  Superlativity is realized as a satellite-framed sentence 
(55).
2.5. Realization
 In this subsection, I will examine realization.  For realization, the association function 
of the core schema is (confirmation of the implicature of) the fulfillment of the agent＇s goal while 
the co-event is cause (Kawachi 2012: 9).
(56)  n-i-tifitra ilay goaika t-amin＇ny basy ho faty izy
 AV.PST-VM-shoot the crow PST-OBL-the gun FUT die (s)he
 ‘(s)he shot the crow dead’
 In the example (56), the core schema is realized in the purposive phrase ho faty (so as 
to die), whereas the co-event is realized in the main verb nitifitra (shot).  This is an example of a 
satellite-framed sentence.
(57) n-am-afa ilay latabatra (ho) h-a-dio izy
 AV.PST-VM-wipe the table (FUT) FUT-VM-be.clean (s)he
 ‘(s)he wiped the table clean’
(58) n-an-osika ilay varavarana h-i-voha izy
 AV.PST-VM-push the door FUT-VM-open (s)he
 ‘(s)he pushed the door open’
(59) n-an-drotsirotsy am-p-a-tory ilay zazakely izy
 AV.PST-VM-rock ACC-NOM-VM-sleep the baby (s)he
 ‘(s)he rocked the baby to sleep’
(60) n-an-dentika/n-an-drendrika azy ho faty aho
 AV.PST-VM-sink/AV.PST-VM-wreck him/her FUT die I
 ‘I drowned him’
 In the examples (57-60), the core schema is realized in the purposive forms (ho) hadio 
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(so as to be clean, 57), hivoha (so as to open, 58), in the purposive phrase ho faty (so as to die, 
60), and in the nominalized form patory (sleep) with the accusative prefix am- (ACC) of the verb 
matory (sleep) (59).  The co-event is realized in the main verb respectively as namafa (wiped, 57), 
nanosika (pushed, 58), nandrotsirotsy (rocked, 59), and nandentika/nandrenrika (sank/wrecked, 
60).  These are examples of satellite-framed sentences.
(61) n-i-toto n-ana-fisaka ilay paty izy
 AV.PST-VM-pound AV.PST-VM-flatten the dough (s)he
 ‘(s)he pounded the dough flat’
(62) n-an-oto ny vy ho fisaka ilay mp-an-efy
 AV.PST-VM-hammer the metal FUT be.flat the AGN-VM-forge
 ‘the blacksmith hammered the metal flat’
(63) n-an-doko ho mena ilay trano kely izy.ireo
 AV.PST-VM-paint FUT be.red the house small they
 ‘they painted the barn red’
(64) n-an-dotra azy ho faty aho
 AV.PST-VM-burn him/her FUT die I
 ‘I burned him/her to death’
(65) n-an-olana ho maina ny lamba/akanjo izy
 AV.PST-VM-squeeze FUT dry the cloth/clothes (s)he
 ‘(s)he squeezed the clothes dry’
 In the examples (61-65), the core schema is realized in a non-main verb nanafisaka 
(flattened, 61) and in purposive phrases ho fisaka (so as to be flat, 62), ho mena (so as to be red, 
63), ho faty (so as to be dead, 64), and ho maina (so as to be dry, 65).  The co-event is realized in 
the main verbs as nitoto (pounded, 61), nanoto (hammered, 62), nandoko (painted, 63), nandotra 
(burned, 64), and nanolana (squeezed, 65).  These are examples of satellite-framed sentences.
(66) a. n-an-asa (ho) h-a-dio ilay/ny lamba/akanjo izy
   AV.PST-VM-wash (FUT) FUT-VM-be.clean the/the cloth/clothes (s)he
   ‘(s)he washed the clothes clean’
 b. n-an-asa n-ana-dio ilay/ny lamba/akanjo izy
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   AV.PST-VM-wash AV.PST-VM-make.clean the/the cloth/clothes (s)he
   ‘(s)he washed the clothes clean’
 In the examples (66a, b), the core schema is realized in a purposive phrase (ho) hadio 
(so as to be clean, 66a) and a non-main verb nanadio (cleaned, 66b).  The co-event in both cases 
is realized in the main verb nanasa (washed).  These are examples of satellite-framed sentences.
 (67) a. n-an-daka ilay saro-m+bilany ho fisaka aho
   AV.PST-VM-kick the lid-LNK-pot FUT be.flat I
   ‘I kicked the lid of the cooking pot flat’
 b. n-ana-fisaka ilay saro-m+bilany t-amin＇ny daka aho
   AV.PST-VM-make.flat the lid-LNK-pot PST-OBL-the kick I
   ‘I flattened the lid of the cooking pot by kicks’
 These examples (67a, b) are satellite-framed (67a) and verb-framed (67b) respectively. 
In (67a) the core schema is realized in the purposive phrase ho fisaka (so as to be flat) as a 
satellite.  On the other hand in (67b), the core schema is realized as the main verb nanafisaka 
(flattened).  The co-event in each case is realized as the main verb nandaka (kicked) in (67a) and 
as a prepositional phrase tamin’ny daka (by kicks) in (67b).
(68) n-aha-tratra ilay mp-an-dositra ny pôlisy
 AV.PST-VM-catch the AGN-VM-flee the police
 ‘the police caught the fugitive ← the police hunted the fugitive down’
 The example (68) that I obtained in the interview is neither satellite-framed nor verb-
framed.  I.e. both the core schema and the co-event are realized in the main verb nahatratra 
(caught).  This was the natural response by my language consultant to the English sentence “the 
police hunted the fugitive down.”
(69) n-ana-tono ilay trondro ho maina i Mama (=39)
 AV.PST-VM-broil the fish FUT be.dry the mom
 ‘mom broiled the fish so that it gets dry’
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 The example (69) is the same as the example (39) in the 2.3. change of state section8). 
It seems to me that the example belongs to both the subsections.  The core schema is expressed 
by a satellite ho maina (so as to dry), whereas the co-event is expressed by the predicate verb 
nanatono (broiled).  It is an example of satellite-framed sentence.  As for realization, most of the 
examples are those of satellite-framed sentences (56-67a, 69), but an example of a verb-framed 
sentence was obtained too (67b).
3. Conclusion
 From the data I have obtained, Malagasy seems to have a strong tendency toward the 
satellite-framed type.  But in some semantic domains, only verb-framed examples were obtained. 
Moreover, both the satellite-framed examples and the verb-framed examples have been obtained 
for certain semantic domains.
 With the motion examples, Malagasy shows consistently the satellite-framed pattern. 
As for temporal contouring satellite-framed pattern is preferred, but verb-framed pattern was 
observed with the main verbs nonomboka (began, 20), nahavita (finished, 21a), vita (finished, 
21b), and vitako (I finished, 21c).  As for change of state, most of the examples are satellite-
framed sentences, but there are verb-framed sentences with the main verb maty (died, 41, 42b) 
too.  As for action correlating, accompaniment, concert, imitation, and demonstration are realized 
as verb-framed sentences; superlativity is realized as a satellite-framed sentence; surpassment is 
realized either as a verb-framed sentence or satellite-framed sentences.  As for realization, most 
of the examples are those of satellite-framed sentences, but an example of a verb-framed sentence 
was obtained too (67b).
 According to Talmy, “Satellite (to the verb) is: ‘the grammatical category of any 
constituent other than a noun-phrase or prepositional-phrase complement that is in a sister 
relation to the verb root’” and it ‘relates to the verb root as a dependent to a head’” (Kawachi 
2012: 12).  “Satellites are English verb particles (in phrasal verbs), German/Latin/Russian verb 
prefixes, Chinese verb complements, etc.” (Kawachi ibid.).  In many of the Malagasy examples, 
satellites were realized in non-main verbs.  The non-main verbs are NOT participles or converbs 
but they are morphologically indistinguishable from main verbs in Malagasy.  They are non-
main verbs because they are not in the clause-initial main-verb position and are syntactically 
dependent on the main verb in the clause.  Other than the non-main verbs, satellites can be: areal 
words, directionals, verbal nouns, adverbials, adverbial phrases, prefixes to the main verb stems, 
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purposive clauses, prepositional phrases, and noun phrases.  Although Talmy excludes noun 
phrases and prepositional phrases (Kawachi 2012: 12), I included them in this paper for the time 
being.
Notes
1)  When both an active-voice form and an undergoer-voice form were obtained, I used the active-voice form for 
simplicity.
2)  Kawachi (2012) also cites Talmy, Leonard (1991), “Path to realization: a typology of event conflation＂,  in 
Sutton, Laurel A., Christopher Johnson, and Ruth Shields, Eds.,  Proceedings of the 17 th Annual Meeting of the 
Berkeley Linguistics Society, Berkeley, CA: Berkeley Linguistics Society,  pp. 480-519 and Talmy, Leonard (2008), 
“Main verb properties and equipollent framing, in Guo Jian-Sheng et al.  eds.,  Crosslinguistic Approaches to the 
Psychology of Language:  Research in the Tradition of Dan Isaac Slobin,  Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, both of 
which I have not obtained or consulted myself.
3)  In this study, I did not exclude satellites expressed by noun phrases and prepositional phrases.
4)  The abbreviations are: ACC (accusative), AGN (agent nominalizer), AV (actor voice), CAUS (causative), 
COMP (complementizer), CV (circumstantial voice), EXCL (exclusive), FUT (future), GEN (genitive), LNK 
(linker), NOM (nominalizer), OBL (oblique [case]), PRS (present), PST (past), RECP (reciprocal), TRNS 
(transitional), UV (undergoer voice), VM (valency marker).
5)  An areal word like anaty (inside) can be used as an adjunct to a predicate, as a noun-qualifier, and as a 
predicate itself.  It is not an easy task whether to categorize it in the traditional terms as an adverb, as an 
adjective, or a verb like in some other languages.  At least it does not have full verbal morphology although it 
is marked for tense (0- non-past, t- past).
6)  The directionals can be classified into (unmarked) locus-goal directionals like any (there), goal directional 
verbs like mankany (go.there), and source directionals like avy any (from there).  The locus-goal directionals 
are inflected for tense (0- non-past, t- past).  The goal directional verbs are inflected for tense like verbs do 
(n- past, m- present, h- future) although they lack circumstantial forms which most of other verbs have.  The 
source directionals are not inflected for tense.  Each of the directionals can form a “directional phrase” by 
putting an areal noun after it: any Madagasikara (there (in) Madagascar).  When a noun is not an areal noun, 
one can prefix the noun with an accusative marker ao an-dakozia (there ACC-kitchen) or one uses an oblique 
preposition any amin’ny lakavy (there OBL-the cave).
7)  The monovalent counterpart of the transitive nanala (removed) is intransitive niala (pulled out) in actor voice. 
On the other hand the monovalent counterpart of the transitive nanatsoaka (pulled out) is notsoahana (pulled 
out) in undergoer voice.  The expected intransitive in actor voice nitsoaka (slipped out of place, pulled out of 
place) is higher in agency and in volitionality than notsoahana (pulled out) in undergoer voice.
8)  Realization always has an agent.  On the other hand, change of state does not necessarily have an agent.
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マダガスカル語におけるイベント統合のパターン
箕浦　信勝
　マダガスカル語は、Talmy　(1985, 2000) の類型論に関して、satellite-framed パターンがよ
り多くの例にみられ、それを好むように思われる。しかし、いくつかの意味領域においては、
verb-framed パターンも見られた。また、satellite-framed パターン、verb-framed パターンの両
方が見られる意味領域もあった。
　「移動 motion」に関しては、マダガスカル語は satellite-framed パターンのみを見せた。「時
間的輪郭付け（アスペクト） temporal contouring (aspect)」に関しては、satellite-framed パター
ンが好まれるが、nanomboka（始めた）、nahavita（始めた）、vita（始めた）、vitako（私が始
めた）を主動詞としてとる verb-framed pattern も見られた。「状態変化 change of state」に関
しては、ほとんどの例は satellite-framed パターンを示したが、maty（死んだ）を主動詞とし
てとる verb-framed pattern も見られた。「行為の相関づけ action correlating」に関しては、随
伴、協同、模倣、例示は verb-framed パターンを示し、最上級は satellite-framed パターンを示
し、凌駕は verb-framed パターンと satellite-framed pattern の両方を見せた。「実現 realization」
に関しては、ほとんどの例が satellite-framed パターンだったが、verb-framed パターンも１例
見られた。
　Talmy によると、「（動詞に対する）satellite は、名詞句あるいは前置詞句補語を除くあらゆ
る文構成要素の文法範疇で、動詞語根に対して姉妹関係にあるものであり、その satellite と動
詞の関係は従属部と主要部の関係である」(Kawachi 2012: 12、和訳は筆者 )。「satellite は英語
句動詞の不変化詞、ドイツ語・ラテン語・ロシア語の動詞前綴り、中国語の動詞補語などであ
る」( 河内 ibid.、和訳は筆者 )。多くのマダガスカル語の例で、satellite は非主動詞として実現
していた。 その非主動詞は分詞や副動詞ではなく、形態論上、主動詞と区別ができない。そ
れらは節頭の主動詞位置になく、統語論上、主動詞に従属しているので、非主動詞と見なされる。
非主動詞の他に、satellite は、場所語、方向詞、動名詞、副詞類、副詞句、動詞語幹への接頭辞、
目的節、前置詞句、名詞句である。Talmy は名詞句、前置詞句を排除しているが、本研究では
名詞句、前置詞句を除外しないで含めた。
